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ABSTRACT: We present a novel core-shell-surface multi-
functional structure for dendrimers using a blue fluorescent
pyrene core with triphenylene dendrons and triphenylamine
surface groups. We find efficient excitation energy transfer
from the triphenylene shell to the pyrene core, substantially
enhancing the quantum yield in solution and the solid state
(4-fold) compared to dendrimers without a core emitter,
while TPA groups facilitate the hole capturing and injection
ability in the device applications. With a luminance of up to
1400 cd/m2, a saturated blue emission CIExy = (0.15, 0.17)
and high operational stability, these dendrimers belong to
the best reported fluorescence-based blue-emitting organic
molecules.

Reliable structure-property relationships and exceptional
stability are mandatory for the commercialization of organic

semiconductor devices,1 which in particular qualifies dendrimers
with their structural variability, as a promising class of macro-
molecules for such applications.2 Recent progress in organic synthe-
sis provides the buildup of dendritic macromolecules bearing
functional building blocks in the core and the shell, and on the
surface. Different from both small molecules and linear conjugated
polymers, the stepwise generation-by-generation growth of dendri-
mers allows for the controlled synthesis of highly defined three-
dimensional shape-persistent dendritic structures incorporating sub-
units in defined positions.3 Thereby, it is possible to realize design
concepts particularly optimized for “dendrimer light-emitting
diodes” (DLEDs) relevant features, such as photoluminescence
quantum yield (PLQY), exact emission color, overall stability,
solubility, and the ability of charge capture and injection in the
periphery.

Hence, we herein implemented all design aspects in the
chosen core-shell-surface dendrimer (PYGTPA, Scheme 1) as
follows: (i) the shape-persistence provides perfect site-definition
of individual chromophore units as required for implementing a
resonance energy transfer donor-acceptor system to boost the
quantum yield and control the emission color at the same time;4

(ii) the spherical nature of the molecule provides a steric shield

for the central energy acceptor unit from which the emission will
occu, thereby allowing the implementation of a wide range of
emitter molecules;5 (iii) suitable redox-activemoieties on the surface
enhance selective charge capturing and optimized carrier injection

Scheme 1. Synthesis Strategy toward Dendrimers PYGTPA,
PYG2, and PYGCAP

aReagents and conditions: (a) o-xylene, 170 �C, microwave, 91% for 3,
82% for PYGTPA, 84% for PYG2, 81% for PYGCAP; (b) TBAF, THF,
RT, 88% for 4.
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from the electrode;6 (iv) the strongly twisted benzene rings of the
dendrimer scaffold provide high solubility without the necessity of
further side-chain substitution and thereby yield thermally stable
amorphous thin films with high glass transition temperatures,7

also omitting alkyl chains as solubilizing side groups and thus
enhancing the stability of devices.8

The divergent synthetic route toward a series of blue light-
emitting dendrimers is shown in Scheme 1. The key first-generation
dendrimer 4 was obtained in two steps from 1,3,6,8-tetraethy-
nylpyrene 1 and 1,3-diphenyl-6,9-bis(triisopropylsilyl-ethynyl)cyclo-
pentaphenanthrenone 2 by [4 þ 2] Diels-Alder cycloaddition
and TiPS desilylation in quantitative yields, and allowed the
synthesis of different second-generation dendrimers (PYGTPA,
PYG2, and PYGCAP) with various surface groups in good yields.
All dendrimers are highly soluble in common organic solvents
(∼20 mg/mL in dichloromethane, THF, and toluene), and can
thus be purified by column chromatography. The MALDI-TOF
mass spectrum demonstrated that all dendrimers are mono-
dispersewith theirmolecular weights being identical to the calculated
masses (Figure S1, Supporting Information [SI]).

All substances have been analyzed for their optical properties
in solution and in the solid state (Figures S2 and S3, SI). As
summarized in Table 1 all PYGx dendrimers are characterized by
an unstructured emission spectrum in the blue spectral region
and an absorption band located in the UV. For all PYGx dendrimers
the emission is stemming from the pyrene core as a consequence
of an onging energy transfer.9,10 The efficient dipolar coupling of
the core-shell triphenylene-pyrene system becomes in particular
evident as one observes a drastically enhanced PLQY of all PYGx
systems due to excitation energy transfer. A comparison reveals
thatPYGx show a PLQY improvement of up to 88% compared to
27% of previously reported TPG2 in solution.11 As a consequence
of the shape persistent molecular design of PYGx dendrimers the
relative PLQY in thin films was even improved 3-fold for PYG2 and
4-fold for PYGCAP and PYGTPA as compared to TPG2.

To determine the absolute location of the energy levels of the
PYGx dendrimers and the relative energy alignment of the core-
shell and surface groups, ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy
(UPS) was performed (Figure S4, SI). The results show that (a)
the energy levels of the pyrene core (HOMO= 5.7 eV; LUMO=
2.8 eV) are located within the band gap of the triphenylene
(HOMO = 6.2 eV; LUMO = 2.8 eV) as required for energy
transfer and (b) that adding the TPA groups on the surface
in PYGTPA drastically reduces the injection barrier from the
PEDOT:PSS electrode by ∼0.65 eV compared to PYG2 and
PYGCAP; thus, PYGTPA represents indeed an optimized
molecular core-shell-surface design for device applications. From
UPS investigations on heterolayer structures PEDOT:PSS/PYGx
1,3,5-tris(2-N-phenylbenzimidazolyl)benzene (TPBi) was chosen
as the electron transport layer for devices. TPBi deposition onto

PYGx films lowered the sample work function by 0.2 eV (PYG2
and PYGTPA) and 0.4 eV (PYGCAP) due to interface dipoles at
the organic heterointerfaces.12

On the basis of these results a device configuration ITO/
PEDOT:PSS/PYGx(30 nm)/TPBi(10 nm)/CsF(8 nm)/Al was
used to test the dendrimers in light-emitting devices. The key
results for optimized devices using PYG2, PYGCAP, and PYGTPA
are summarized in Table 1. For PYGTPA the best stability and
highest luminance of 1440 cd/m2 with a deep blue emission
spectrum with CIExy = (0.15, 0.17) and an overall efficiency of
0.26 cd/A was achieved (Figure 1). With these values the presented
dendrimers possess the best brightness and stability values
thus far reported for solution-processed saturated blue-emitting
dendrimer-based devices.13 As compared to fluorescent poly(p-phe-
nylene)-based blue-emitting materials, our results are comparable
with respect to device brightness and stability for single-layer
devices.14,15 This excellent material performance can be attributed
to both the presented dendrimer design as well as the chosen
synthetic concept, allowing for perfect site definitionof thedendrimer.

In conclusion, the core-shell-surface design yields a den-
drimer with high quantum yield and optimized charge injection
properties and which, as a consequence of the shape-persistent
molecular design, maintains all properties in the solid state. Further-
more, using a synthetic route based on noncatalytic Diels-Alder
cycloaddition not only allows for a defined generation-by-
generation growth of the dendrimers yielding highly defined
monodisperse molecular weight materials, which are free of
unknown structural defects, but also completely rules out metal
catalyst contamination and polymeric defects.
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Table 1. Photophysical Properties and Device Performances of Dendrimers

solution film

λem nm ΦPL %
b λem nm ΦPL** rel.%

c Lv @8 V cd/m2 Von V CIE, x, y

TPG2a 410 27 431 100 300 6.0 0.19, 0.18

PYG2 456 74 469 324 1132 4.4 0.19, 0.27

PYGCAP 450 88 463 410 728 3.4 0.15, 0.18

PYGTPA 450 73 463 442 1443 3.2 0.15, 0.17
aTaken from ref 11. bRelative to quinine sulfate dehydrate. cRelative to TPG2 as 100%.

Figure 1. Voltage-current-luminance characteristics of PYGTPA
DLED.
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schematic energy level diagram. This material is available free of
charge via the Internet at http://pubs.acs.org.
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